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FORTRAN PROGRAM TO GENERATE ENGINE INLET FLOW
CONTOUR MAPS AND DISTORTION PARAMETERS
by John H. Dicus
Lewis Research Center
SUMMARY
A computer program has been written to generate gas turbine engine inlet flow
contour maps and inlet flow distortion parameters based on any array of measurements
describing the flow conditions at the engine inlet.
As well as being able to choose the type of contour map that is generated, the user
has the ability to construct any distortion parameter desired, as long as it depends
solely on the conditions at the engine inlet. To accomplish this, a simple subroutine is
written which combines the information generated by the program into a parameter.
The report includes the FORTRAN IV computer program, a discussion of its
operation and limitations, and two example cases with the input and output shown.
A CFACE source deck on tape is available from COSMIC (Computer Software
Management and Information Center), University of Georgia, 30601. The program can
by ordered by using the number of this report as identification.
INTRODUCTION
This report presents a computer program to generate inlet contour maps and inlet
distortion parameters for gas turbine engines. Inlet flow distortion poses a problem for
all types of gas turbine installations: commercial, civil, and military. The compressor
system of a gas turbine engine may stall when subjected to a distorted inlet flow field,
whether it be a pressure distortion, a temperature distortion, or a distortion of some
other flow parameter. Also, engine and airframe manufacturers need a method to
insure compatibility between the inlet and engine of an aircraft before they are tested
as a unit.
Currently an intensive effort is being made to correlate a gas turbine engine's
susceptibility to stall with a description of the flow field at the engine inlet. One approach
to the problem is to generate inlet distortion parameters based solely on the measured
flow conditions at the inlet to the engine and to attempt to correlate these distortion
parameters with some measure of the loss in the engine stall margin. This procedure
requires an accurate definition of the flow field at the engine inlet. Reference 1 presents
the stall margin of an engine as a function of an inlet distortion parameter. In refer-
ence 2, the value of a distortion parameter causing engine stall is shown as a function
of corrected compressor massflow.
The usefulness of the program presented in this report lies in the fact that it is
sufficiently general to accommodate almost any inlet probe geometry. The only stipu-
lation is that the probes must lie on some definable rings. The rings may vary in
number and in radial location. They may contain different numbers of probes, and the
probes may be located at any circumferential position on the rings.
Included in this report is the FORTRAN IV program CFACE, complete with two
example cases showing both input and output. Also included is a brief discussion of the
methods used to generate the contour maps. Four examples are given to show how to
build specific distortion parameters within a special subprogram named DISPAR.
A CFACE source deck on tape is available from COSMIC (Computer Software
Management and Information Center), University of Georgia, 30601. The program can
be ordered by using the number of this report as identification.
GENERAL PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
The purpose of the program is to generate contour maps and distortion parameters
that describe the flow at the measuring station immediately ahead of a gas turbine engine.
However, it may be used to generate contour maps for any type of measuring station.
Although total and static pressures and temperatures are the most common inputs to the
program, provision has been made for the input of special measurements such as flow
angles and turbulence levels. The FORTRAN IV program CFACE operates on these
input measurements and the probe array geometry, which is also part of the input, to
generate the contour maps and distortion parameters. The entire program listing and
error messages are contained in appendix A.
Also included in appendix A is a brief description of each subroutine telling what
each one accomplishes. Also, comment statements are placed throughout the program.
These two features enable the reader to follow the flow of the program and understand
what is taking place in each section.
CFACE generates inlet contour maps with a choice of mapping parameters. To
provide contour maps and distortion parameters, interpolation between input measure-
ment locations is done by a technique involving linear interpolation. The method of
interpolation is discussed in appendix B. The contour maps are represented by symbols
(numbers and letters) on a picture produced by a line printer. Twenty mapping symbols
are used and they are described by a key which accompanies each contour map. Interpre-
tation of the contour maps is discussed in the section entitled OUTPUT.
Three different types of contour maps are available when the input measurements
are pressures. They are (?t, max,f ' Pi>/Pt, max,f > ^percent; (Pj - Pt> av> f)/
Pf oTr * > i11 percent; and Mach number. (Symbol definitions appear in appendix C.)LJ ay, i
When temperature is the input, a map of (Tj - Tt ay {)/Tt ay {, in percent, can be
generated.
As mentioned before, provision has been made for the input of special measurements
such as flow angles and (AP)__._/P. Calling this special variable "X", either
rms . _(X. - X
 {)/X j, in percent, orX ± n(AX) may be mapped. In the case of
X ± n( AX), AX is specified by the user; X is the mean value of X rounded off to the
nearest AX; and n = 0, 1, 2, ... , 10. If a map of pressure in P~+n(AP) or
temperature in T±n(AT) is desired, the special input format can be used.
CFACE generates a variety of simple circumferential and radial distortion
parameters that enable the calculation of almost any specific distortion parameter as
long as its calculation is based solely on the conditions at the engine inlet. To imple-
ment this procedure, user-written FORTRAN IV instructions are inserted into a
special subprogram named DISPAR. These instructions combine the general param-
eters calculated by the program, the probe array geometry (part of the input), and any
information unqiue to the specific distortion parameter (inserted by the user) into the
desired form. Distortion parameters can be calculated regardless of the type of input.
Although the user has access to the input data (in the common block DATTRN) within
the subroutine DISPAR, care should be taken not to alter their values as they will be
used elsewhere in the program.
The output of all of the distortion parameters is handled by the output subroutine
LNPOUT. A special section in LNPOUT is reserved for the output of the specific
parameters. Another special section is reserved in LNPOUT for the corresponding
output format statements. A special common block named PARTRN is reserved for
transmitting the specific distortion parameters from DISPAR to LNPOUT.
The simple distortion parameters calculated by the program are mentioned in the
section entitled OUTPUT and are described in appendix D. Appendix D also contains
four examples of user-defined specific distortion parameters and the FORTRAN IV
instructions to calculate them. A listing showing the use of the common block PARTRN
and the subroutines DISPAR and LNPOUT is shown in appendix A.
INPUT
Two example cases showing input and output are contained in this report. They
appear in appendix E. Appendix B shows the method of interpolation used to generate
the contour maps. Referring to appendixes B and E while reading the following section
should aid in its understanding. This particularly applies to figure 2, which is refer-
enced in appendix B.
Input Variables
The input variables are shown below. A more detailed description of these variables







indicates how many complete sets of measurements are to be
read in
controls the type of contour map to be generated
WHICH = 1, map of (P - P )/P
 max f, percentL? ilia.A.y 1 1 L? niclA? 1
WHICH = 2, map of (Pi - Pt ay f)/Pt ay f, percent
WHICH = 3, map of Mach number
WHICH = 4, map of (T. - T,
 av f)/Tt av f, percenti i, rtv, i u, av, i
WHICH = 5, map showing distribution of special variable -
can be represented as (X. - X
 f )/X f (in percent)
or as X + n(AX)
total range of percentage represented on contour map when
WHICH = 1, 2, or 4 or when WHICH = 5 and LPCENT = .TRUE..
controls whether (X. - Xaw f)/3C , or X ± n(AX) will be
*• CiV y 1 CIV j L
mapped when WHICH = 5
LPCENT = .TRUE., causes (X. - Xa_ ,)/XQW . to be1 3V j I 3V j I
mapped
LPCENT = .FALSE., causes X±n(AX) to be mapped
magnitude of AX that each of the 20 mapping symbols will
represent when WHICH =5 and LPCENT = .FALSE.













STATE = . TRUE. innermost ring is ring of static measurements
STATI = .FALSE, innermost ring is not ring of static measure-
ments
indicates whether or not the outermost ring is treated as a ring
of static measurements
STATO = .TRUE, outermost ring is ring of static measure-
ments
STATO = .FALSE, outermost ring is not ring of static measure-
ments
controls whether or not center of contour map will be filled in
LCNTFL = .TRUE, center of map will be filled in
LCNTFL = .FALSE, center of map will not be filled in
(interpolation will stop with the innermost ring)
maximum Mach number that will be represented on contour map
when WHICH = 3
controls whether or not distortion parameters are calculated
from the input measurements
LDPAR = .TRUE, distortion parameters are to be generated
LDPAR = . FALSE. distortion parameters are not to be
generated
number of rings of measurements to be read in (10 is the maxi-
mum), numbered from innermost ring out
array of radii, one for each of the NR rings, cm (in.)
array containing number of measurements on each of the NR rings
array containing angular position (in deg) of each measurement
x on each of the NR rings (There may be up to 20 angular posi-
tions on each ring.)
can contain up to 80 alphanumeric characters for general title
information
can contain up to 80 additional alphanumeric characters for
general title information
array containing value of each input measurement on each of NR
rings (There may be up to 20 measurements on each ring.)
Instructions For Preparing Input
QQ, WHICH, RANGE, LPCENT, DELX, STATI, STATO, LCNTFL, RMACH, and
LDPAR are read in under the namelist INIT and go on the first two cards. These two
cards should not be repeated for each set of input measurements; they only appear once.
QQ. - QQ may assume any positive integer value and tells the program how many
contour maps are to be generated.
WHICH, RANGE, LPCENT, DELX - A value for RANGE is needed when WHICH = 1,
2, or 4 or when WHICH = 5 and LPCENT = .TRUE.. When WHICH = 3 or when
WHICH = 5 and LPCENT = .FALSE., RANGE may be omitted from the namelist. There
are 20 mapping symbols, and the value of RANGE divided by 20 will be the spread in
percentage represented by each mapping symbol. RANGE =20.0 will cause each map-
ping symbol to represent a spread of 1 percent. (When WHICH = 1, a total range of
20 percent would correspond to 0 to -20 percent. In all other instances, a total range
of 20 percent corresponds to -10 to +10 percent.) This is usually sufficient for most
pressure or temperature distributions. If RANGE equals 30.0, each mapping symbol
will represent a spread of 1.5 percent. Obviously, care should be taken to avoid
choosing values of RANGE that would cause each mapping symbol to represent an in-
convenient spread of percentage.
When WHICH = 5, it is necessary to set LPCENT equal to either .TRUE, or
. FALSE.. If WHICH * 5, LPCENT can be omitted from the namelist as its value is
unimportant. If WHICH = 5 and LPCENT = . FALSE., DELX must also be given a
value (otherwise DELX can be omitted from the namelist). Since there are 20 mapping
symbols, DELX should be chosen such that 20 times DELX is greater than or equal to
the range of measurements being mapped. Consideration should also be given to pick-
ing a reasonable DELX such as 0.02 or 30.0, as opposed to 0.0218 or 31.66.
STATI, STATO - When the innermost ring is a ring of static measurements, STATI
should be set equal to .TRUE.. Then the measurements on the innermost ring will be
excluded in the calculation of the average and in the search for the minimum and the
maximum. They will also be treated as static measurements in the calculation of
distortion parameters. In general, a ring of static measurements will be treated as
just another ring of measurements in all other respects (such as interpolation). The
same comments apply for the variable STATO if the outermost ring is a ring of static
measurements. Since the calculation of Mach number requires static pressures,
WHICH = 3 cannot be chosen when both STATI and STATO are set equal to . FALSE..
LCNTFL - When the innermost ring is not a ring of static values, the user may
want the mapping to continue through the center of the profile. If this is the case,
LCNTFL should be set equal to .TRUE. .
If the user wants the mapping to stop with the innermost ring, LCNTFL should be
set equal to .FALSE.. The condition of LCNTFL and STATI both equal to .TRUE, is
a condition that cannot be allowed.
RMACH - RMACH determines the maximum Mach number that will be represented
on the Mach number contour map when WHICH = 3. Each of the 20 mapping symbols
will represent a delta Mach number equal to RMACH -f 20. Care should be taken to
select RMACH large enough, but of such a value that the delta Mach number will not be
awkward. If WHICH * 3, RMACH can be omitted from the namelist.
LDPAR - If the calculation of one or more specific distortion parameters is
desired or even if only the calculation of the simple distortion parameters is desired,
LDPAR should be set equal to . TRUE.. Otherwise, LDPAR should be set equal to
.FALSE.. The calculation of distortion parameters is usally desired when the input
measurements are pressures. However, the situation may occur where distortion
parameters are desired when the input measurements are temperatures or some other
measurement.
The input of NR, RADLOC, NP, and ANGLOC will be subject to specific input
formats and should all be on separate cards. They should not be repeated for each set
of measurements; they should appear only once.
NR - The number of rings of measurements should be read in as NR with an (12)
format. Rings of static measurements should be counted. The maximum number of
rings allowed is 10.
RADLOC - The radius of each ring goes into the array RADLOC. The radii may be
in either centimeters or inches. RADLOC(l) corresponds to the innermost ring while
RADLOC(NR) corresponds to the outermost ring. The input format is (F5.2,$(1X,F5. 2)).
NP - The array NP contains the number of measurements on each ring. Again,
NP(1) contains the number of measurements on the innermost ring. The maximum
number of measurements that each ring can contain is 20. There may be as few as
one measurement on a ring. The input format for NP is (12, 9(1X,I2)).
ANGLOC - The angular position of each measurement on each ring goes into the
array ANGLOC. The first subscript pertains to the ring number, and the second
subscript pertains to the measurement referred to on that ring. For example,
ANGLOC(5,14) stores the angular position of the 14th measurement on the 5th ring.
The values in ANGLOC should be in degrees, and there can be up to 20 values on each
ring. The input format for ANGLOC is (F5.1, 9(1X, F5.1)), hence, only 10 values can
go on a card. Each ring has its own card (or cards if there are more than 10 values
on a ring) associated with it. Angular position is measured clockwise from the
12 o'clock position. On a given ring, the first measurement falling on or after the
12 o'clock position is the first measurement on that ring (see figure 2 in appendix B).
TITLE 1, TITLE2, and P also go on separate cards. However, they appear more
than once. The number of sets of these variables should be equal to the number of maps
to be generated (QQ).
TITLE 1, TITLE2 - TITLE 1 is a string of alphanumeric characters which is read in
under an (80A1) format. The title can be used for general information such as airflow
or reading number. This information will appear as part of the output. The purpose of
TITLE2 is the same as TITLE1. It also has an (80A1) format.
P_ - The measurements that are to be mapped should be read into the array P. As
in the case of the subscripts of ANGLOC(5,14), P(5,14) contains the 14th measurement
on the 5th ring. There can be up to 20 measurements on each ring. The contents of
ANGLOC correspond to the contents of P. For example, ANGLOC(5,14) is the angular
position of P(5,14).
The input format for P depends on the value of WHICH. When WHICH = 1, 2, or 3,
the input format for P is (F7. 3,9(1X, F7.3)), where P is expressed in kilopascals (kPa)
or psi. When WHICH = 4,. the format is (F7.2, 9(1X, F7.2)), where P is expressed in
K or °R. And when WHICH = 5, the format is (F11.5,4(1X, F11.5), where the choice of
dimensions for P is left to the user. Except for when WHICH = 5, the values of up to
10 measurements can be placed on one card. If there are more than 10 measurements
on a ring, a second card for that ring will be used. Therefore, each ring will have one
or two cards corresponding to it. If WHICH = 5, the values of only five measurements
will fit on one card, and up to four cards for a given ring may be used.
OUTPUT
Two examples of program output are shown in appendix E. The first page of the
output contains input information, specifically, the value of each measurement, its
angular position, and the value of the mapping parameter corresponding to each
measurement. The first section of this page lists the angular position of each measure-
ment for each ring radius. Section two lists each measurement on each ring. There is
a one-to-one correspondence between the angular positions in the first section and the
measurements in the second section. The third section shows the value of the parameter
being mapped for each measurement location. Again, there is a one-to-one correspond-
ence between the values in this section and the values in the other two sections.
Page two of the output contains the contour map as well as a key to the mapping
symbols. A line can be drawn (by hand) between two adjacent regions having different
mapping symbols. This line is a line of constant mapping parameter which can be
determined from the key. The contour map is to scale with 19 line printer rows (or
lines) equalling the radius of the.outermost ring of input measurements.
The next two pages (pp. 3 and 4) of the output exist only if distortion parameters are
8 .
desired (only if the logical variable LDPAR has been set equal to .TRUE.). The first
section on page three of the output lists eight simple parameters dealing with the cir-
cumferential distortion. They are listed for each of the 10 rings. Section two of this
page lists six simple parameters dealing with radial distortion. They are listed for
eight discrete circumferential locations. The method used to enable calculation of these
simple radial distortion parameters is discussed in appendix F. On this same page there
are also seven simple distortion parameters pertaining to the complete array of input
measurements. Appendix D discusses the calculation of the simple distortion param-
eters. — _
The last page of the output (p. 4) contains information dealing with the specific
distortion parameters that can be defined by the user. The format of this page is also
user-defined. An example of the output is shown in appendix E, and a sample listing is
shown in appendix A.
Lewis Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Cleveland, Ohio, October 3, 1973,
501-24.
APPENDIX A
PROGRAM LISTING AND ERROR MESSAGES
A block diagram showing the program flow through the various subroutines is shown
in figure 1.
Figure 1. - Calling relation of subroutines.
Once the program flow reaches CALL PFK(. FALSE.) in CFACE, and if
LCNTFL=.TRUE., all input data are moved outward by one ring, and a dummy ring
takes the place of ring one. This happens so that the program can interpolate through
the center of the contour map. For example, when the program flow reaches CALL
PFK(.FALSE.) in CFACE (if LCNTFL=.TRUE.), ring NR becomes ring NR+1, ring 1
becomes ring 2, and so on. Also in this call to PFEX, the input measurements are
transformed into mapping parameters. Therefore, the user must take care not to
access the input data in any subroutine other than DISPAR.
CFACE
CFACE is the main driving program. It controls the number of cycles through the
program and calls the subroutines in the proper order.
10
c
















C READ IN CONTROL PARAMETERS




C CALL SUBROUTINE TO READ IN GEOMETRY AND MEASUREMENTS
C FOR THE "INPUT MEASUREMENT PLANE
C
CALL CARDRD
IF(LQUIT) GO TO 10
C
C CALL SUBROUTINES TO CALCULATE DISTORTION PARAMETERS








IF(LQUIT) GO TO 10
C
C CALL SUBROUTINE THAT CONTROLS INTERPOLATION PROCESS












The reading of input data from cards is controlled by this subroutine. The output
of probe angular locations and input measurement values is handled by CARDRD.
"PROGRAM WILL NOT WORK. NR LESS THAN 2"




C SUBROUTINE TO READ IN G E O M E T R Y AND M E A S U R E M E N T S F3R
C THE INPUT MEASUREMENT PLANE
C SUBROUTINE ALSO CONTROLS SOME OUTPUT
C .
C O M M O N / C Y C L E / L R E A D
C
C NP, RADLO: , ANGLOC, AND P HAy/E THE F I R S T
C A R R A Y DIMENSION EQUAL TO 11. 10 OF THE
C 11 P O S I T I O N S ARE A V A I L A B L E FOR USE. THE .
C REMAINING P O S I T I O N IS NEEDED FOR INTERNAL MANIPULAT ION. :
C
C O M M O N / D A T T R N / P < 1 1 , 2 0 ) , N R , R A D L O C < 1 1 ) , A N G L O C ( 1 1 , 2 0 ) ,
A MP( l l ) , F A C E ( 3 9 , 6 5 )
C O M M O N / R F A D T R / S T A T I . S T A T D , L C N T F L t L D P A R
C O M M O N / W R A N G E / X B A R , R M A V , W H I C H , R A N G E , L P C E N T , R M A C H , D E L X
C O M M O N / S C A L E / F A C T O R • -. '
 ;C O M M O N / H E A D G / T I T L E K 8 0 ) , T I T L F 2 ( 8 0 ) ,
COMMCWFINI/LUUIT . :
I N T E G E R WHICH
L O G I C A L LRFAD • .
L O G I C A L ' S T A T I , S T A T O , L C N T F L , L D P A R
L O G I C A L L P C E N T , L O U I T
C ..
C SECTION THAT READS IN THE GEOMETRY OF THE MEASUREMENT PLANE
C
IF( . NOT. L RE AD) GO TO 2."-
LREAD=.FALSE.
READ(5,100) NR




















K = NP< J)
IF(WHi:H.NE.4.AND.WHICH.ME.5) READ(5,104) ( P ( J , I ) , I = 1 , K )
IF( WHICH.EQ.5) READ(5,107) ( P( J, I ) , I =1 , K )







C - . . _ . _




DO 41 J=l ,NR
K = NP(\J)
IF(WHi:H.NE.5) WRITE(6,1?3) RADLOC ( J ) t < ANSLOC ( J , I ) , I =1 1 K )




C SECTION THAT WRITES THE INPUT MEASUREMENTS
C
IF(WHi:H.NE.4.AND.WHICH.NE.5) WR I TE ( 6, 1 1 3 )
IF(WHICH.EQ.S) WRITE(6,115)
DO ^0 J=l ,NR
IF(WHi;H.NE.4. AND.WHICH.NE.5) WfUTE(6(lLO) RADLOCl J) f ( P( Jt I ) 1 1 =1 1 K
A)
IF(WHi:H.E0.4) WRITE(6,111) RADLOC ( J ) , ( P ( J, I ) , I =1 t K )




C SECTION TO WRITE TITLES FOR NEXT SECTION OF OUTPUT
















110 FORMAT(5X,F5.2,4X, 1D( 3X, F7. 3 ) /14X , 10( 3X, F7. 3 ) )
111 FORMAT(5X,F5.2t4X,13(3X,F7.2)/14X, 1D(3X,F7.2) )
112 FORMAT(5X,F5.2,4X,5( 2X,F11.5)/3(14Xt5(2X,F11.5)/))
113 FORMAT(1X/4X,6HRADIJS,15X, 8HPRESSURE/J
114 FORMAT (!X/4Xt6HRAD I JS , 15X, 1 1 HTEMPER ATURE / )
13
115 F O R M A T ( 1 X M X , 6 H R A D I J S , 15X, 13HSPECIAL IMPUT/)
116 F O R M A T ( 1 X M X , 6 H R A D I J S , 1 5 X , 2 3 H I P I - P M A X ) / P M A X , P E R C E N T / )
117 F O R M A T ( 1 X M X , 6 H R A D I J S , 1 5 X , 2 3 H ( P I - P A V G ) / P A V G , P E R C E M T / )
118 F O R M A T ( l X M X , 6 H R A D I ' J S f 15X, 11HMACH NUMBER/)
119 F O R M A T ( 1 X M X , 6 H R A D I J S , 1 5 X , 2 3 H ( T I - T A V G ) / T A V G , P E R C E N T / )
120 F O R M A T ( 1 X M X , 6 H R A D I J S , 1 5 X , 3 2 H S P E C I A L , ( X I - X A V G ) / X A V G , P E R C E N T / )
121 F O R M A T ( 1 X / M X , 6 H R A D I U S , 1 5 X , ^ 3 H A N G U L A R P O S I T I O N OF IMPUT MEASUREMEN
A T S , DE3)
122 F O R M A T ( 5 X » F 5 . 2 , ^ X , 5 ( 8 X , F 5 . 1 ) / 3 ( 1 4 X , 5 ( 8 X . F 5 . 1) / ) )








DISTRT generates all of the simple circumferential and radial distortion param-
eters that are used in DISPAR. DISTRT calls INTERP and DISPAR, in that order.
"RING HAS ONLY ONE PROBE"
will be printed as a reminder when the subroutine tries to calculate 9" for a ring which
contains only one probe.
"NO STATIC PRESSURES, NOT POSSIBLE TO CALCULATE"
"SPECIFIC DISTORTION PARAMETERS REQUIRING STATIC PRESSURE"
will be written when DISTRT finds no rings of static pressure measurements as part of
the input. The average static pressure SMAVG will be set equal to 5. 0 and all calcu-
lations using SMAVG will be meaningless.
SUBROUTINE D ISTRT
C
C SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE SIMPLE DISTORTION PARAMETERS
C
C
C NP, RADLO:, ANGLOC, AND P HAVE THE FIRST
C ARRAY DIMENSION EQUAL TO 11. 10 OF THE
C 11 POSITIONS ARE AVAILABLE FOR USE. THE




COMMCJVDISTRN/CMMIN( 10) ,CMMAX( ID), C«l A VG ( 1 0 ) , CDPOP1 (10) , CDPOP? i 13 ) ,
A CDPOP3(10),THTMIN(10),THTPLS(10),RMMIN(8),RMMAX(8),RMAVGI8),
B RDPOPK8) ,RDPOP2( B ) , RDPOP3( 8 ) , TMMI\J, TMMAX, TMAVG, SMAVG, TDP1,
14
C TD t>2 ,TOP3 ,QLOC(10 , 20)





LOGICAL STATI , ST ATO, LCNTFL , LDPAR
C















IF(P(I,J).GT.CMMAX(I ) ) CMMAX ( I )=P< I, J)
IFtPU ,J) . LT.CMMIN( I ) ) CMMINC I )=P< It J)
CMAVG( I)=CMAVG( I ) +{ P ( I , J )/ FLOATi J 1 ) )
11 CONTINUE
C
C CALCULATION OF CDPOP'S FOP. EACH RING
C
CDPOPK I ) = (CMMAX( I)-CMMIN( I ) ) /CMMAX ( I )
CDPOP2(I)=(CMMAX( I )-CMMIN( I ) )/CMAVG( I )
CDPOP3(I)=(CMAVG( I)-CMMIN( I ) )/CMAVG( I )
10 CONTINUE
C




IF(CMMAX( I ) . GT. TMMAX ) TMMAX = CMM AX ( I )
IF(CMMIN( D.LT.TMMIN) TMMIN = CMMIN( I )
7 CONTINUE
C
C CALCULATION OF TMAVG
C





33 DIV = DIY+1.;}
TMAVG=PTSUM/DIV
C





























IF( ( J+D.GT.J1) A2=A2+360.0
IF(J.GT.l) GO TO 14
IF(P(I,K1).LT.CMAVG<I)) GO TO 21
IF<P(I,K1).EQ.CMAVG<I).AND.P(I,K2).LT.CMAVGCI)) GO TO 22
GO TO 14
22 CONTINJE
IF(P(I,KD).GE.CMAVG(I)) GO TO 14
21 CONTINJE
LADD=.TRUE.
14 CONTINJE . •
LOGIC TO DETERMINE EACH SEGMENT'S CONTRIBUTION„TO - THTMIN
ON EACH RING .
RINC=0.0
I F ( P ( I , K 2 ) . L T - . C M A V G ( I
I F ( P ( I , K 2 ) . L T . C M A V G ( I
I F ( P ( I , K ? ) . E Q . C M A V G ( I
I F ( P ( I , K 2 ) . G T . C M A V G ( I
A R I N C = ( ( A 2 - A 1 ) / ( P
I F ( P ( I , K 2 ) . L T . C M A V G ( I
A R I N C = ( ( A 2 - A l ) / ( P
.AND.P( I ,K1 ) .LT .CMAVG( I
.AND.PUfKD.EQ.CMAVGU
.AND.P( I, KD.LT.CMA^GI I
.AND.P( I ,K1) .LT .CMAVG( I
I , K 2 ) - P ( I t K l ) ) ) * ( C M A V S (
.AND.P ( I ,K1 ) .GT .CMAVG<I









LOGIC TO DETERMINE HOrf TO ADD TOGETHER THE




IF(RINC.EQ.O.Ci) GO TO 20





IF(PU ,KO).GE.CMAVG( I ) ) GO TO 24



















C SEARCH FO* LARGEST DEPRESSION BELOW
C AVG ON EACH RING










100 FORMAT(1X,25HA RING HAS ONLY ONE PROBE)
THTMIN(I)=D.O ----
9 CONTINUE _ :J_
C






















S M A V G = S T A T S M / D W
IF(SMA\ /G.EQ.0 .3 ) SMAVG=5.0
IF(SMA\/G.EQ.O.O) WRITE(6,101>
IFlSMAVG.EO.O.ai WRITE(6,102)
101 FORMAT(lX,<f6HNO STATIC PRESSURES, NOT POSSIBLE TO CALCULATE)
102 FORMAT(1X,56HSPECIFIC DISTORTION PARAMETERS REQUIRING STATIC PRESS
AURE)
C







C CALL INTERPOLATION SUBROUTINE TO OBTAIN INTERPOLATED VALUES
C OF MEASUREMENTS ON EACH RING AT DISCRETE THETA LOCATIONS
C NOTICE THAT THE SUBROUTINE MNTERP' MILL GO THROUGH
C THE PROCESS OF RADIAL INTERPOLATION EVEM THOUGH IT
C IS NDT NECESSARY. THIS REDUNDANCY IS NOT EXTREME
C SINCE THE RADIAL INTERPOLATION IS NOT EXECUTED
C TOO MANY TIMES.
•c •
CALL IMTERP
R A D P ( ITHT, IR)=PVALUE
40 CONTINUE
C ' - • '
C CALCULATION OF PMMAX, PMMIN, AND PMAVG FOR
C EACH D I S C R E T E THETA LOCATION
C
DO 41 1=1,8
R M M A X U ) = 0 . 0
R M M I N ( I ) = 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 .
RMAVGd )=0.-.0 .
DO 42 J=1,NR •
I F ( R A D P ( I , J > . G T . R M M A X ( I) ) RMMAX( I ) =RADP I I , J )
IF (RADP( I , J ) . LT .RMMIN( I ) ) RMMI N( I ) =RADP ( I , J )
RMAVGl I ) = R M A V G ( I » + R A D P ( I ,J ) / F L O A T ( M R )
42 CONTINUE
C -. . .
C CALCULATION OF RDPOP'S FOR EACH DISCRETE THETA LOCATION
C
RDPOPKI ) = ( R M M A X ( I )-RMMIN( I ) ) / R M M A X { I)
R D P O P 2 ( I ) = ( R M M A X ( I ) - R M M I N ( I ) ) / R M A V G ( I )
R D P Q P 3 ( I ) = ( R M A V G ( I ) - R M M I N ( I ) ) / R M A V G ( I )
41 C O N T I N U E
C . .






This subroutine is the one which contains user-written program steps used to cal
culate specific distortion parameters.
"IDC-MAX AND IDR-MAX CANNOT BE CALCULATED"
"THERE ARE NOT EXACTLY 5 RINGS OF TOTAL PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS"
will be written when the program attempts to calculate IDC
 OTr and IDR^.^ when there
'
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are less than five rings of total pressure input measurements.
SUBROUTINE DISPAR
C
C SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE SPECIFIC DISTORTION PARAMETERS
C
C
C NPt RADLOC, ANGLOCt AND P HAVE THE FIRST
C ARRAY DIMENSION EQUAL TO 11. 10 OF THE
C 11 -POSITIONS ARE .AVAILABLE FOR . USE. THE
C REMAINING POSITION IS NEEDED FOR INTERNAL MANIPULATION.
C





C TDP2,TDP3,OLOC(10,20) • - - - . .
COMMON/READTR/STATI,STATO,LCNTFL,LDPAR
C -
C COMMON BLOCK FOR TRANSFERRING SPECIFIC DISTORTION

















DO 27 I = N 1 , N 2 .. .
27 QD(I )= (1 .0 /RADLOC( I ) J /DINVS
RKD2=D.O
DO 28 I=N1,N2
28 RKD2=RKD2+(CDPOP3( I ) *THTMIN( I)*QD{ I)*100.0)
C •







A 1 = A N G L O C ( I , K 1 )
IF( ( J-D.EQ.O) A1 = A1-360.3
IF(K2.ST.J1) K2=l
A2=ANGLOC( I , K2 )
IF( ( JfD.GT.Jl) A2=A2*36D.O
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D T H E T A U , J ) = < A 2 - A 1 ) / 2 . 0
36 CONTINUE
RGAM=.285714







PHI=AMSLOC( I ,J ) * .017453
RISIN=iUSIN+( (P( I t J ) / C M A V G l I ) ) *S IN (PH I ) *DTHETA( I , J ) )
R I C O S = i U C O S + ( ( P ( I , J ) / C M A V G ( I ) ) *COS(PHI ) *DTHETA( I tJ) )
34 CONTIN'JE
R K T H T = R K T H T + Q D ( i ) * ( S Q R T ( A B S ( ( ( A B S ( R I S I N ) ) * * 2 . 0 ) * ( ( A B S ( R I C O S ) )
A **2.3» ) )
35 CONTLMJE
IF (QAV.EQ.O.O) QAV=1.0
R K T H T = ( R K T H T / ( 1 8 0 . ' 0 * Q A V ) ) *TMAVG
C
C CALCULATION OF IDC-MAX AND IDR-MAX ' .
C
NCHK=NR
I F ( S T A T I ) NCHK=NCHK-1
I F ( S T A T O ) NCHK=NCHK-1 . .
IF(NCHK.NE.S) W R I T E ( 6 t l O O ) " . ' * • -
IF(NCHK.NE.S) WRITE(6 ,101)
IF(NCHK.ME.S) G O T O 4 0 - • ' ' . '
Jl = l
J2=NR '
I F ( S T A T I ) Jl=2
IF ( 'STATO) J2=NR-1
DO 41 J=J1,J2
R I D C ( J ) = ( C M A V G ( J ) - C M M I N ( J ) ) / T M A V G
41 R I D R ( J ) = ( T M A V G - C M A V G ( J ) ) / T M A V G
RIDCX1=(R IDC(J1 ) *R IDC(J l+1 ) ) / 2 .0
R I D C X 2 = ( R I D C ( J 1 + 3 ) > R I D C ( J l * 4 ) ) / 2 . 0
RIDCMX=AMAxi(RIDCXl,RlOCX2)
RIDRMX=AMAXKRIDR( J1),RIDR( Jl*4) )
40 CONTIN'JE
C
C SPECIFIC DISTORTION PARAMETERS STORED IN ARRAY 'PSPEC'






100 FORMAT(10X,4DHIDC-MAX AND IDR-MAX CANNOT BE CALCULATED)





When PFK(. TRUE.) is called by CFACE, QLOC (see appendix D) is calculated.
When PFEX(. FALSE.) is called by CFACE, PFIX transforms the array of input measure-
ments (P) into an array of the proper mapping parameter (controlled by the value of
WHICH) and writes it out. Also the call PFEX(. FALSE.) by CFACE allows PFK to step
the input measurements outward by one ring if LCNTFL= .TRUE..
"NO STATIC RINGS, RESULTS HAVE NO MEANING" is a message that is written
in two instances: First, if PFK(.TRUE.) has been called by CFACE, the program will
write the message and continue even though it is unable to calculate QLOC. If the user
ever decides to modify the program to calculate QLOC without static-pressure inputs, be
sure it is done in the subroutine DISPAR. Second, where WHICH has been set to 3
(WHICH=3, Mach no.) and there are no static-pressure input measurements. In this in-
stance program execution will be terminated.
SUBROUTINE PFIX(LQ)
C
C SUBROUTINE TO TRANSFORM INPUT MEASUREMENTS
C INTO MAPPING PARAMETERS





C NP, RADLO:, ANGLOC, AND P HAVE THE FIRST
C ARRAY DIMENSION EQUAL TO 11. 10 OF THE
C 11 POSITI3NS ARE AVAILABLE FOR USF. THE





















IF(LQ) GO TO 55
C
C SECTION THAT ENABLES INTERPOLATION THROUGH THE
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C CENTER OF THE CONTOUR MAP
C
I F ( . N O T . L C N T F L ) GO TO 50
DO 51 1=1, MR
N R l = N R « - 2 - I
RADLO:<NRl )=P.ADLOC(Nmi - l )
K=NP(N!U-1)
00 52 J=l tK
ANGLOCINR1, J ) =ANGLOC < NRl-1, J )





R A D L O C ( 1 ) = . 0 1
N P ( l ) = 3
PSUM=3.D
K = N P ( 2 )
DO 5<t 1=1, K.
11=1-1
I F U 1 . E Q . O ) I1 = K
A 1 = A N G L O C ( 2 , I 1 )
IF( ( I - D . E Q . O ) A1 = A1-360.3
12=1+1
IF( I 2 . S T . K ) 12 = 1
A2 = ANGLOC(2 , I2 ' )
IF( ( l i-D.GT.k) A2 = A2 + 360.0
D E L T H T = ( ( A 2 - A 1 ) / 2.0)7360.0





53 CONTINUE " .
50 CONTINUE ,.
C . - ' • ' • ' .




















C GO TO 11 FOR MACH NO. CONTOUR MAP
C
IFIWHICH.EO.B) GO TO 11
C
C GO TO 14 FOR SPECIAL DISTRIBUTION CONTDUR MAP
C X-BAR *•/- N*(DELTA-X)
C
IF(WHICH.EQ.5.AND..NOT.LPCENT) GO TO 14
C


















C MAPPING PARAMETERS PUT INTO PROPER FORM FOR SYMBOL SUBROUTINE
C























C TEST FOR EXISTENCE OF STATIC RINGS
C









C INTERPOLATION TO FIND A STATIC PRESSURE FOR
C EACH TOTAL PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
C. STATIC PRESSURE WILL BE A RADIUS WEIGHTED AVERAGE
C OF STATIC PRESSURE ON INNERMOST RING AND STATIC PRESSURE
C ON OUTERMOST RING, AT ANGLE THETA (IF EITHER RING IS














NR1=NR-1 . . .
DO 31 K=1,NR,NR1 , .
KCT=KCT+1 ' .
IF( .NOT.STATI.AND.K.EQ.l ) GO TO 31
IF(.NOT.STATO.AND.K.EQ.NR) GO TO 31
L1=NP(K)




IF( ANGLOCU ,J).GT.ANGLOC(K,Ll) I L = l
IF(ANGLOC(I, J).GT.ANGLOC(K.Ll) ) GO TO 33
DO 32 L=1,L1






IF(NRFIT(M").LT.l) GO TO 35

























PS=PSA( 1U( (RADIUS-RADLOC( 1) )/ ( RADLDCt MR )-RADLOC ( 1) ) )*
A (PSA(Z)-PSA(l) )
C




IF(.NOr.LQ) GO TO 59
QLOCU,J)=(GAM/2.0)*PS*SQRT( ABS( ( 2. D/C GAM-1. 0) )* . .
A ( (ABS(P( I, J) )**( (GAM-l.O)XGAM) )-l.O) ) )
59 CONTINJE
IF(LQ) GO TO 63
PTEMP=?(I, J)
P<I ,J)=SQRT(ABS( (2.3/lGAM-l.O) ) >











C SETTING MACH NO. = D ON RINGS OF STATIC PRESSURE
C








DO 43 1=1, NR
J1=NP(I)
IFU.EQ.l.AND.LCNTFL) GO TO 43
WRITE (5,132) RADLOC( I),(P(I,J),J-1,J1)
43 CONTINJE
DO 44 1=1, NR
J1=NPU)
DO 44 J=1,J1




C SECTION TD CALCULATE MAPPING PARAMETER FOR MAP
25




C CALCULATION (JF X-RAR
C
XBAR=FLOAT( 1FIX( ( (TMMAX+TMMIN)/( 2.:>*DELX) )+0.5) )*DELX




C PUTTING MAPPING PARAMETER INTO PROPER FORM FOR SYMBOL ROUTINE
C
P(I , J)=( (P< I tJ)-XBAR)/DELX)-10.D
15 CONTINUE -
RETURN! - . -
100 FORMAr(5X,F5.2,4X, 13(2X,F8.4)/14X,13(2X,F8.4»
101 FORMAT(5X,F5.2,4X, 5( 5X,F8.4)/3< 14X, 5( 5X, F8.4) / ) )
102 FORMAT(5X,F5.2,4X,ID <4X, F6.4 ) / UX, 1D( 4X , F6. 4) )
103 FORMAT<1X,40HNO STATIC RINGS, RESULTS HAVE NO MEANING)
E N D ' - . - • •
' '
Subroutine MAINLP
MAINLP is the driving subroutine for the contour map interpolation. MAINLP




C DRIVING SJBROUTINE TO INDEX THROUGH THE GRID POINTS
C IN THE INPUT MEASUREMEMT PLANE
C
C
C NP, RADLOC, ANGLUC, AND P HAVE THE FIRST
C ARRAY DIMENSION EQUAL TO 11. 10 OF THE
C 11 POSITIONS ARE AVAILABLE FOR USE. THE
C REMAINING POSITION IS'NEEDEU FDR INTERMAL MANIPULATION.
C • .













IF( X.EQ.P.1)) GO TO 26
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C CHANGING FROM CONVENTIONAL R-OMEGA SYSTEM TO THE









IF(R.LT.RADLOC(1).OR.R.GT.RADLOC(NR)) GO TO 9
C













INTERP does the actual interpolation in the input measurement plane. It is fed
values of r and 6, and it returns an interpolated value at .that position. INTERP is
first called by DISTRT when the simple radial distortion parameters are being cal-
culated. At this time, interpolation is done using the input measurements in the array
P. By the time INTERP is called by MAINLP, the array P contains mapping param-







C NP, RADLOCt ANGLOC, AND P HAVE THE FIRST
C ARRAY DIMENSION EQUAL TO 11. 10 OF THE
C 11 POSITIONS ARE AVAILABLE FOR USE. THE








100 FORMAT(1X,49HYOU HAVE LESS THAN 2 RINGS, PROGRAM WILL NOT WORK)
NR1=NR-1
C
C DETERMINE THE CORRECT TWO RINGS TO










C SET-UP FOR CIRCUMFERENTIAL INTERPOLATION
C DETERMINE THE TWO MEASUREMENTS ON EACH RING TO USE
C IN THE CIRCUMFERENTIAL U4TERPOLATION PROCESS
C
DO 1-5 11 = 1,2
K=NFIT(II)
J1=NP(K)




IF(THETA.LT.ANGLOC(K,1J) GO TO 19
DO 16 J=1,J1
J2 = J
IF(J.EQ.J1) GO TO 17






20 CONTINUE. . . .
NRFITd J=J2
NRFIT(2)=J2+l ;
DO 18 1 = 1, ?
IF(THETA.LT.ANGLOC(K,1)) GO TO 7
IF(NRFIT( D.LT.l) GO TO 23













Z ( I ) = A N G L O C ( K , L ) - 3 6 D . O

































This subroutine determines the correct line-printer symbol to be placed on the
contour map at each output grid position by the line-printer.
SUBROUTINE SYMBLE
C
C SUBROUTINE TO SUPPLY THE SYMBOLS FOR


















C SECTION TO DETERMINE THE PROPER SYMBOL FOR THE CONTOUR MAP
C
DO ID 1 = 1,2'J
UP=1-I
DN=UP-1.0








LNPOUT controls the output of the contour map and the distortion parameter, in-
formation. In addition to the output of the simple distortion parameters, LNPOUT
contains the user-written output formats for the user-calculated specific distortion
parameters
SUBROUTINE LNPOUT
C ' ' '
C SUBROUTINE THAT CONTROLS THE OUTPUT
C SOME OUTPUT CONTROLLED BY 'CARDRD* AND «PFIX«
C .
C
C NP, RADL03, ANGLOC, AND P HAVE THE FIRST
C -ARRAY DIMENSION EQUAL TO 11. 10 OF THE
C 11 POSITIONS ARE AVAILABLE FOR USE. THE






COMMON/DISTRN/CMMINt 10),CMMAXt 10),CMAVG( 10 ) ,CDPOP1 (10) , CDP.OP2 (ID ) ,
A CDPOP3UO) ,THTMIN( 10 ),THTPLS(10),RMMI^(8),RMMAX(8) ,RMAVG(8),
B RDPOP1(8),RDPOP2(8),RDPOP3J 8),TMMIN,TMMAX,TMAVG,SMAVG,TOPI,
C TDP2,TDP3,QLOC(10,20)







C LOGIC TO DETERMINE WHICH KIND OF MAP
C IS TO BE PRINTED
C . . - .
IF(WHICH.EQ.5) GO TO 11
IF(WHi:H.EQ.4) GO TO 12
IF(WHI~H.EQ.3) GO TO 13

























OUTPUT SECTION FOR ( PI-P AVG )/PAVG MAP
CONTINJE


























































C OUTPUT SECTION FO MAP rflTH SPECIAL INPUT
C
11 CONTINUE
IF( .NOT.LPCENT) GO TO 17
C
C OUTPUT SECTION FOR C XI-X AVG )/ XAVG MAP
C
00 24 1=1,19







WRITECS.113) CROUTCI ),! = !, 19)
WRITE(S,109)
WRITE(S,131)
W R I T E C S . 1 3 0 )











W R I T E C S . 1 1 5 )
W R I T E C S . 1 1 6 )








IFCI.NE.20) WKITE«6,101) ( FACE ( I , J ) , J=l , 65 )




C OUTPUT SECTION FOR SIMPLE DISTORTION PARAMETERS
C
IF( .NOT.LDPAR) GO TO 16
WRI TECS, 100 )






































































































































































































































T E ( f > t l O O )













105 FORMAT(1X//51X,22HKEY TO MAPPING SYMBOLS/)
106 FORMAT(2X,6HBOKDER,11X,3HD/1,3X,3H1/2,3X,3H2/3,3X,3H3M,3X,
A 3H^/5,3X,3H5/6,3X,3H6/7,3Xt3H7/8,3X,3H8/9f 3X,3H9/A,3X, 3HA/B,
B 3X,3HB/C,3X,3HC/D,3X, 3HO/E ,3X , 3HE/F,3X, 3HF/G,3X,3HG/H, 3X , 3HH/I ,
C 3X.3HI/J/)
107 FORMAT ( 2X , 6HBURUER, 1 1 X, 3H9/8, 3Xf 3H8/7,3X, 3H7/6, 3X, 3H6/ 5, 3X.3H5M,
. A 3X,3H^/3,3X,3H3/2,3X,3H2/1,3X,3H1/0,3X,3HO/A,3X,3HA/B,




110 FORMAT(2X, 1 <VH( P I -PAVG ) /P AVG, 20 ( IX, F5. 1 ) )
111 FORMAT(2X, 11HMACH NJMBER , 3X, ?0( 2X, F<». 3 ) )
112 FOKMAT(2X, 1 4H < T I -TAtf G ) /T AtfG, 20 ( IX , F5. 1 ) )
113 FORMAT(2X,1^H(XI-XA\/G)/XA^G,20( IX, F 5.1) )
114 FnRMAT(2X,l4HMULTIPLIER FOR, 4X, 2H*9, 4X, 2H*8, 'tX, 2H*7,






117 FOR'-1AT(2X,23HTU ( X-B AR ) ••• <-4*DEL T A-X ) )
120 F O R M A T ! 1 X / 6 6 X , 1 6 H + 360/0 DEGREES/ )
121 F O R M A T ( 1 X , 2 5 X , 6 H 2 7 0 + , 2X ,65A l ,2X , 5H + 90)
122 F O R M A T ( 1 X / 5 6 X , 5 H + 180)
128 F O R M A T ( I X / / / / 5 1 X , 2 3 H ( P I - P A V G ) / P A V G PROFILE)
129 F O R M A T ( 1 X / / / / 5 1 X , 2 3 H ( T I - T A V G ) / T A V G PROFILE)
130 F O R M A T ( 5 1 X , 2 3 H ( X I - X A V G ) / X A V G P R O F I L E )
.131 FORMATUX/ / /51X .13HSPECIAL INPUT)
132 F O R M A T ( 1 X / / / / 5 1 X , 2 3 H ( P I - P M A X ) / P M A X PROFILE)
133 FC1RMAT(1X/ / / /51X,16HMACH NO. P R O F I L E )
134 F O R M A T ( 5 1 X , 2 D H S P E C I A L DISTRIBUTION)
135 FORMAT(51X,28HX-BAR PLUS/MINUS N * ( O E L T A - X ) )
137 F O R M A T ( 5 1 X , 1 7 H A V E R A G E PRESSJRE=,F7 0 3)
138 F O R M A T ( 5 1 X , 1 7 H M A X I M U M PRESSJRE=,F7.3) .
139 F O R M A T ( 5 1 X , 2 3 H A V E R A S E TEMPERATURE=,F7 .2 )
FORMAT(51X,16HAV/ERAGE SPEC I AL = , F 1 !„ 5 )
FORMAT(51X,-17HAtfERAGE MACH N00 = ,F6e4)
142 FORMAT(51X,6HX-BAR=,F11.5)
143 F O R M A T ( 5 l X , 8 H D E L T A - X = , F 9 o 4 )
190 F O R M A T ( 6 X , 8 D A 1 )
200 FORMAT(1X / /45X ,37HCIRCUMFERENTIAL DISTORTION P A R A M E T E R S / / )










210 FORMAT(1X///45X,28HRADIAL DISTORTION! PARAMETERS//)








218 F O R M ~ A T ( 1 X / / / 2 8 X , 6 3 H P A R A M E T E R S PERTAINING TO THE ENTIRE A R R A Y OF IN
APUT MEASUREMENTS/ )
219 FORMAT(38X ,6HTMMIN= e F7 .3 t8X»5HTDP l= ,F6 .5 )
220 F O R M A T ( 3 8 X , 6 H T M M A X » , F 7 . 3 f 8 X , 5 H T O P 2 = . F 6 o 5 )
221 F g R M A T ( 3 8 X , 6 H T M A V G = » F 7 o 3 , 8 X , 5 H T D P 3 = , F 6 o 5 )
222 F b R M A T ( 3 8 X , 6 H S M A V G = » F 7 . 3 )
C '
C SECTION FOR FORMATS FOR THE OJTPUT
C OF USER-DEFINED DISTORTION.PARAMETERS
C










Given the array of input measurements as discussed in the section Instructions For
Preparing Input, an interpolated value of the input measurement for any radial and cir-
cumferential position (radius r and angle 0) in the measurement plane is desired.
Figure 2 shows-a hypothetical array of input measurements. The user's array may
differ from the example array in the number of rings and in the number of measure-
ments on each ring. The ring radii and the angular positions of the measurements may
also be different.
12 O'clock position
r, 9 location of final
interpolated value
Figure 2. - Hypothetical array of input measurements.
The interpolation process used by the program is shown in figure 3. Figure 3(a)
shows the circumferential interpolation process, and figure 3(b) shows the radial inter-
polation process.
Interpolation is done in the circumferential direction first. An interpolated value
of the input measurement is needed at circumferential position 0 for each of two rings:
one on either side of radius r. In the case shown in figure 2, rings J and J+l are used.
If the user's array of input measurements contains less than two rings, a message to
that effect will be printed out and program execution will be terminated.
To find an interpolated value on each ring at angle 0, two measurements on each
ring are used: one on one side of angular position 0 and one on the other side. For
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example, ring J would use measurements 1 and 2 while ring. J+l would use measure-
ments 8 and 1. If there are less than two input measurements on any given ring, the
whole ring is assumed to have a constant value equal to the sole input measurement on
that ring.
A linear interpolation is then performed on both rings using the two input measure-
ments (and their corresponding angular positions) on each ring. Referring to figure 3(a),
this would result in obtaining interpolated values A and B for rings J and J+l, re-
spectively.
Finally, a linear interpolation is performed in the radial direction to arrive at the
final interpolated value of the input measurement. The radial linear interpolation uses
the two interpolated values (and their respective radii) resulting from the.two circum-
ferential linear interpolations. Referring to figure 3(b), interpolated values A and B
are used to linearly interpolate for the final interpolated value at radius r and angle 9.
Linear interpolation has been proven to be sufficiently accurate for generating
contour maps. This determination is based on comparing the computer generated radial
and circumferential profiles with those actually obtained from full-scale engine testing.
7
O
9 (See fig. 2)-N
rInterpolated values
/ on each ring at
angle 9
Ring J + l
t>~-^,>












Angular position . Radial position
(a) Circumferential interpolation. (b) Radial interpolation.




CM input measurement located on given ring
D diameter of given ring of measurements
NP number of measurements on ring
NR total number of rings in array of input measurements
OD outer duct diameter
P pressure, total or static, kPa (psi)
Q dynamic pressure (— pu )
2
RM input measurement located at discrete 9 position
T temperature, total or static, K (°R)
r length of radius vector in plane of input measurement, cm (in.)
u flow velocity in axial direction, m/sec (ft/sec)
X special input variable, user-defined
AX increment of special input variable represented by each mapping symbol
X mean value of special input variable rounded off to nearest AX
(AP) „ true root-mean-square value of time-variant pressure
y ratio of specific heats
0 reference angle in plane of measurement, measured clockwise from the
12 o'clock position, deg
0" circumferential extent of largest region wherein the interpolated value of
the measurement is below average value of input measurements on that
ring, deg
0+ defined as 360° -£0£, where £ 0^ is summation of circumferential ex-
tents of all areas on a given ring, wherein the interpolated value of the
measurement is below average value of the input measurements on that ring
o o
p air density, kg/m (Ibm/ft )
Subscripts:
av average value of measurements
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f over whole array of input measurements
I denotes particular measurement on given ring
i denotes local value of measurement
J denotes particular ring
max maximum value of measurements
min minimum value of measurements
s static (pressure or temperature)
t total (pressure or temperature)
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APPENDIX D
CALCULATION OF DISTORTION PARAMETERS
As mentioned in the section OUTPUT, when the logical variable LDPAR is set to
.TRUE. , simple circumferential and radial distortion parameters as well as specific
distortion parameters are calculated.
For each ring, the circumferential parameters consist of
(1) Theta-minus (9~), the circumferential extent (in deg) of the largest area wherein
the interpolated value of the measurement is below the average value of the
input measurements on that ring (This parameter is in an array named
THTMIN.)
(2) Theta-plus (9*), defined as 360° - £9^ where ^  6^ is the summation of the
circumferential extents of all of the areas on a given ring wherein the inter-
polated value of the measurements is below the average value of the input
measurements on that ring. (This parameter is in an array named THTPLS.)
(3) The minimum input measurement value on a ring, CMmin, stored in an array
named CMMIN
(4) The maximum input measurement value on a ring, CM^^^, stored in an array
named CMMAX
(5) The average input measurement value on a ring, CMay, stored in an array
named CMAVG
(6) (CM^QY - CM -„ )/CM___, stored in array named CDPOP1ni. in
(7) (CMmax - CMmin)/CMav, stored in array named CDPOP2
(8) (CMay - CMmin)/CMav, stored in array named CDPOP3.
These parameters are calculated from input values. No interpolated values are used in
-calculating distortion parameters in the circumferential direction except in the case of
9" and 0+.
At each of the eight discrete 9 positions described in appendix F (0°, 45°, 90 ,
etc.), the following simple radial distortion parameters are calculating using the cir-
cumferential interpolations from each ring:
(1) The minimum interpolated value at angular position 9, RMmin, stored in an
array named RMMIN
(2) The maximum interpolated value at angular position 9, RM , stored in anmax
array named RMMAX
(3) The average interpolated value at angular position 0, RM , stored in an array
named RMAVG
(4) (RMmax - RMjninVRMjnaxJ at angular position 9, stored in an array named
RDPOP1
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(5) (RM - R M J / R M at angular position 6, stored in an array named
RDPOP2
(6) (KM - RM inVKMoyj at angular position 9, stored in an array named
RDPOP3.
Eight other parameters are calculated from the whole array of input measurements
and are as follows:
(1) The minimum total input measurement, TM ^, called TMMDST
(2) The maximum total input measurement, TMmax, called TMMAX
(3) The average total input measurement, TM , called TMAVG
(4) The average static input measurement, SM , called SMAVG
(5) (TMWOY - TM_._)/TM_aY, called TDP1nictx in jji iiidA
<6) <™max - ™min)/TMav' called TDP2
(7) (TMay - TMmin)/TMav, called TDP3 .
(8) Local values of dynamic head, Q., stored in an array named QLOC. QLOC is
dimensioned as QLOC(10, 20). (There is a value of Q. for every correspond-
ing input measurement. QLOC is not printed out but is available in subroutine
DISPAR for use in calculating specific distortion parameters. Values of QLOC
will only be calculated when the logical variable LDPAR is set equal to
. TRUE.. Inner ring and/or outer ring static measurements are necessary,
and of course the input .measurements need to be pressures. If there are no
static measurements, the Q.'s will be set equal to 0.0.)
The User may want to calculate a more complex, specific distortion parameter
based on the array of input measurements. More often than not, a specific parameter
will use at least some of these simple distortion parameters along with the basic
geometry of the input array. Four examples follow showing how to calculate specific
distortion parameters at an engine inlet.
The user should place program steps only in the subroutine DISPAR and should be '
careful to not alter the input data in the common block PARTRN. Altering the program
in any other subroutine could cause problems with the remainder of the program
(especially the generation of the contour map). '
The first example involves a distortion parameter introduced by Pratt & Whitney
(see ref. 3) called KD«, which is defined by the following equation:
NR
S9^?




J particular ring of total pressure measurements
6j circumferential extent, of largest single total-pressure depression below
(P* O.JT for a particular ring, deg
Lj civ J
(AP/P)j [(Ptj ay - Ptj min)/Ptj av]j for a particular ring, percent
(^t QTr)i average measured total pressure for particular ring
Lj aV J
(Pt min) j minimum measured total pressure for particular ring
Dj diameter of particular ring
OD outer duct diameter (Note that OD is a constant and, since it appears in
both the numerator and the denominator, it can be cancelled out.)
NR number of rings of total pressure measurements (Remember that this is
part of the input data.)
Some of the quantities needed to compute KDg have already been calculated by the
program. The value of 0" for each ring is stored in THTMIN(J); (AP/P)j can be
easily generated as CDPOP3(J)* 100.0; and Dj can be calculated simply as












The tests on STATI and STATO are necessary because no static-pressure rings are
used in the calculation of KD2 • ;
The second distortion parameter to be discussed was also introduced by Pratt &
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The terms appearing in the equation for KQ are defined as follows:







maximum (A, / L ) T for L = 1, 2, 3, . . .Li J • •
dynamic head at plane of measurement (^-pu ), calculated from average
ti
total and average static pressures
average of all total pressure measurements in input plane
diameter of a particular ring
number of rings of total pressure measurements
(AL)j= |^a
The Fourier coefficients aL and t>L are defined as
i r- 'ptwaT = — IL 77 / pJ- av-f
cos L9 d9 all values from ring J




P. (6) local total pressure measurement
6 reference angle in measurement plane







(Pt av f) L-J D,
= A.., and KQ can beX w





=J_v wa1 = —-— (cos 9T) A9T all values from ring J
^ P l J1=1 l» v'z
NP





number of total pressure measurements on ring J
denotes particular measurement on ring J
A6j l/2(8j+1 - 9j_j)j for particular ring J and 9j (A9j is in degrees)
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The local total pressures are in the input measurement array P. Measurement I
on ring J. is P(J, 1). The value of P,
 f is already calculated and is called TMAVG.t, av, i
Again, Dj = 2,0*RADLOC(J). The 9j's are stored in ANGLOC, and 9j for ring J is
ANGLOC(J,I). The value of (P, _JT is equal to CMAVG(J), and ^9T is equal tot. d.V d 1(ANGLOC(J,I+1)-ANGLOC(J,I-1))/2.0 for ring J. The value of NP simply equals NP(J)
while Qay can be calculated from the equation
Qai _






where PQ „.. .; is the average of all static pressure input measurements and y is theb, etv, I
ratio of specific heats. The value of P
 f is already calculated and is calledS, d.V, I
SMAVG. Note that, if there are no rings of static pressures, KQ cannot be calculated
unless another method is used to arrive at a value of Q . One such method would be
to input a reasonable value of average static pressure based on corrected airflow or . :
some other knowledge of the flow conditions at the input measurement plane.
Now KQ can be calculated by the following FORTRAN IV program steps:
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C CALCULATION OF QAVG
GAM=1.4 } a value of y was assumed
RGAM=(GAM-1.0)/GAM
QAVG=(SMAVG/RGAM)*(((TMAVG/SMAVG)**RGAM)-1.0)
C CALCULATION OF DELTA-THETA
Jl=l '
J2=NR
IF(STATl) Jl=2 1 Tne su1*1131^011 from J=l to J=N in the equation for K« is
IF(STATO) J2=NR-1 I c*one for the f*rst total~Pressure rinS through the last total-
) pressure ring.
DO 10 J=J1, J2
NPJ=NP(J)











C CALCULATION OF K-THETA
SUM1=0.0
SUM2=0.0




DO 12 J=l, NPJ
THETA=ANGLOC(J, 1)*0.017453
RCOS=RCOS+ (P(J, I)*COS(THETA)*DTHETA(J, I))
12 RSIN=RSIN+ (P(J,I)*SIN(THETA)*DTHETA(J,I))
SUM2=SUM2+(1.0/(RADLOC(J)* 2.0)*SQRT((RCOS** 2.0)+(RSIN** 2.0))
11 SUM1=SUM1+(1.0/(RADLOC(J)*2.0))
RKTHT^SUM2/(180.0*QAVG*SUM1)
The last two parameters to be discussed were introduced by General Electric and
are called IDC and IDR . If there are five rings of total pressure measure-
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ments in the plane of measurement, IDC
 Qv and IDR Qv can be defined by the follow-LiicLA. mdA
ing expressions:










average total pressure for ring J
minimum total pressure for ring J
pt en? f average of all total pressure measurements in the input measurementi, «v, i
plane
The average total pressure for ring J, (Pt _.JT,is stored in CMAVG(J); (Pt „. )Ti j &v t) . ij iniii j
is stored in CMMEN(J); and P.
 f is stored in TMAVG. The following FORTRAN IVI, d.V, I .
program steps may be used to calculate IDC
 a and IDRmax. For the sake of this
example, we will assume that there are seven rings of input measurements and that the
first and seventh rings consist of static pressure measurements.







A FORTRAN IV subroutine for these specific parameters may be seen in
46
appendix A. The name of the subprogram is DISPAR. The specific parameters are
transferred to the subprogram LNPOUT through the labeled common block PARTRN. A
special section in LNPOUT is reserved for user-written output statements to handle
the specific user-defined distortion parameters. Input data are available in the common
block DATTRN, but should not be altered.
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APPENDIX E
TWO EXAMPLES OF INPUT AND OUTPUT
Example 1
This is an example of a circumferential total pressure distortion at the inlet of a
jet engine. Figure 4 shows the instrumentation layout for the first example case.
There is one ring of static-pressure measurements (at the outer duct wall), and there
are five rings of total-pressure measurements. The pressure values corresponding to
each measurement location are shown in table I. Ring 6 is actually a ring of static-
pressure measurements.
In this example, the interpolation process will continue through the center of the
map (interpolation will not stop at the innermost ring), and (P. - P. f)/P+
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— EXAMPLE CASE NO. 1 —






























































































































































(c) Third page of output.
— EXAMPLE CASE NO. 1 —






(d) Fourth page of output.
Figure 6. - Concluded.
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percent) will be mapped. Simple and specific distortion parameters will be calculated.
The specific distortion parameters are KD0, Ka, IDC ov, and IDR „ .z o mdx nidx
The input for the first example is shown in figure 5, and the corresponding output
is shown in figure 6.
Example 2
This is an example of a circumferential total temperature distortion at the inlet of
a jet engine. Figure 7 shows the instrumentation layout for the second example case.
In this example there are five rings of total temperature measurements. Since there
is an inner boundary at this measuring station, the interpolation process will not con-
tinue through the center of the map. In order to map the entire flow annulus, two
imaginary rings (one at the outer wall and one at the inner wall) are generated. These
fictitious measurement locations are shown as solid symbols in figure 7.
The air temperature at the wall may be assumed to be at a value between the free-
stream total and static temperatures. Therefore, each imaginary measurement will
O Total temperature
• Imaginary measure











Figure 7. - Instrumentation layout for example 2.
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Figure 8. - Input for example 2.
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— EXAMPLE CASE NO. 2 —



































































































































(a (First page of output.
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be given a value equal to 10 K (18° R) less than each corresponding adjacent total tem-
perature measurement. For example, the imaginary measurement on ring 7 at 9 = 45
(see fig. 7) would have a value equal to 10 K (18° R) less than the total temperature
measurement on ring 6 at 0 = 45°. (Note that the program does not make this assump-
tion. This is a user-defined assumption applied at the time of input data preparation.)
Rings 1 and 7 (the imaginary rings) should be treated as rings of static measurements
when preparing the input.
Table n shows the temperature values corresponding to each measurement loca-
tion. A map of T~±n(£T) will be generated, and AT is set to 3.0 K (5.4° R).
The input for the second example is shown in figure 8, and the corresponding
output is shown in figure 9.
General Comments
The lines of constant temperature in figure 10 were drawn by hand. The contour
map used in figure 10 is the same contour map appearing in figure 6(a). Drawing in
lines of constant mapping parameter by hand represents a useful way of looking at the
contour maps.
Questionable input measurements can be spotted by examining the contour maps.
Referring to figure 6(b) (or fig. 10) near the 270° position, the small region of "5's"
could be caused by a bad input measurement. Figure 6(a) shows that the region of "5's"
is caused by the measurement of ring 4 (r=12.61 in.) at the 290° position.
Note that the maximum "positive" pressure distortion (P. - P. „ *)/?<-
 0 <• ini t, av, i i, o.v, i
example 1 is over 13 percent and the maximum "negative" pressure distortion goes
beyond -12 percent. For example 1, a value of RANGE = 20.0 was chosen. RANGE =
20.0 was not large enough to cover the total spread of 25 percent occurring in example 1.
Hence, in figure 6(b) areas where (P. - P,
 f)/Pt 0,, t is greater than 10 percentJ. L j d V j JL L» ct V. 1
are represented by "9's" and areas where (P. - P, f)/P<-
 nv * is less than -10 per-
i U y d-V y i C j d V j i
cent are represented by "J's". Also realize that making RANGE larger to cover the














































Figure 10. - Example of hand-drawn contour lines.
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APPENDIX F
PROCEDURE WHICH ENABLES CALCULATION OF
SIMPLE RADIAL DISTORTION PARAMETERS
A geometric requirement of this program is that the input measurements have to
be located on defineable rings. However, the measurements may be at any angular
position on the rings. This means that a radial vector may exist at some angle 6
without intersecting a single input measurement. (Remember that 9 is the reference
angle for the input measurement plane and is measured clockwise from the 12 o'clock
position.)
Calculation of simple radial distortion parameters at given 0 positions requires
interpolated values of the input measurement for each ring at each given 0 position.
The circumferential interpolation procedure outlined in appendix B is used to find an
interpolated value of the input measurement for each of the NR rings at eight discrete
circumferential positions in the input measurement plane. These positions are 0°, 45 ,
90°, 135°, 180°, 225°, 270°, and 315° (Eight equally spaced 0. positions, 45° apart).
Once interpolated values are known on each ring at each of the discrete 0 loca-
tions, simple radial distortion parameters can be calculated for each discrete value of
9. (The calculation of these simple radial distortion parameters involves only the
values found by the circumferential interpolation process; no further radial interpolation
is done.) The simple distortion parameters are shown in appendix D.
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